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POSITIVE MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTAL
c, DISABILITIES

Identifying positive reinforcers is critical to the success of many educational practices including
interventions designed to increase desirable behaviors and interventions designed to decrease undesirable behaviors.
Thus there is a need for effective methods of identifying potential reinforcers for specific individuals. Stimulus
preference assessment (SPA) is a systematic technology for predicting reinforcer effectiveness. This paper first
reviews several specific types of stimulus preference assessments, and then presents detailed instructions for
administation of the Brief Multiple-Stimulus Preference Assessment (Carr, Nicolson, & Higbee, 2000).

Pace, Ivancic, Edwards, Iwata, and Page (1985) investigated a method of identifying reinforcers for several
individuals with profound mental retardation. The procedure developed by Pace et al. involved presenting a single
stimulus to the individuals and measuring approach to the item. Each stimulus was presented several times and
preference was determined by the percentage of times an item was approached. This procedure was successful at
identifying reinforcers for individuals with severe disabilities, but tended to overestimate preference and did not
provide a ranking of more to less preferred items.

Fisher and colleagues (1992) extended the procedure developed by Pace et al. (1985) by presenting stimuli
in pairs (Paired Stimulus method) and measuring approach. In this "forced choice" method every item is paired with
every other item, and the percentage of times an item is chosen when it is available is the measure of preference.
This method is more precise than the single stimulus method. It allows the items to be ranked according to
preference and accurately predicts preferred items. The amount of time required to complete preference assessment
using this procedure, however, may make it impractical for use on a frequent basis.

As the technology of SPA continued to develop DeLeon and Iwata (1996) compared three methods of
preference assessment: paired-stimulus, multiple-stimulus without replacement (MSWO), and multiple-stimulus
with replacement. Their results indicated that the multiple-stimulus without replacement method produced rankings
similar to those produced by the paired-stimulus method, but took only about half the time to administer. In an effort
to further increase the efficiency of MSWO preference assessments, Carr, Nicolson, and Higbee (2000) studied
reducing the number of stimulus presentations from five to three. They found the brief MSWO assessments could be
completed in about five minutes, and were effective in predicting stimuli that act as reinforcers. Student preferences
likely change over time, so it is important to have preference assessments that can be administered frequently to
ensure the items offered as reinforcers are items the individual prefers. The more efficiently the assessment can be
administered, the more feasible it is to assess individuals often, making it more likely that the items being offered to
them are currently preferred items.

The procedures developed by Carr, Nicolson, & Higbee (2000) for running the Brief Stimulus Preference
Assessment are presented below, along with a data collection sheet to be used with these procedures.

Procedures for Running the Brief Stimulus Preference Assessment
Carr, Nicolson, & Higbee (2000)

The following is an outline of a brief stimulus preference procedure (SPA). This is a SPA "without
replacement" procedure. This means that once an item is selected, it is removed from the array and not replaced.
Thus, there are initially five items available, then four, then three, and so on.

How to run the SPA:
1) Identify four items the student requests or generally responds to well plus one new item. If edibles are in the
array, be sure to break them up into small bite size pieces before presenting them to the student. In the case of a
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drink, present only a small amount in the cup so the student can drink this amount quickly and be finished with
access to the drink.
2) Allow the student to briefly sample each item (eat or drink a small portion of edibles or briefly engage with non-
edibles).
3) Place the items on the table with equal distance between them. The student should be seated in front of the table
with easy access to all of the items.
4) Say, "Pick the one you want", to the student, and allow him/her to choose one item. If the student attempts to grab
more than one item, block access to the other items. (You may have to be very quick in order to assess which item
was chosen first and to prevent the student from getting any others). Write the number next to the item on the data
sheet according to the order in which it was chosen (e.g., write a "1" next to soda if soda was chosen first).
5) Pull the table away, or otherwise prevent access to other items until the first item the student selected is either
consumed (in the case of an edible) or until 10 seconds has passed (in the case of a tangible). After this period of
time, remove the item from the student's hands and put it out of sight. Arrange the remaining four items as in step 2
and center them in front of the student.
6) Steps 3 and 4 will be repeated until all items have been selected and no items are left, or until the student does not
select an item within 10 seconds. If the student fails to select an item within 10 seconds, score all of the remaining
items as "5."

How many times to run the procedure:
1) As a rule, you should run the procedure 3 times. If you seem to be able to get reliable results running it one or two
times, that's fine.

How to rank items:
1) Add the ranks for each item in columns 1, 2, and 3and record this number in the "Sum of 1, 2, & 3" column.
2) Rank the items based upon the numbers in the "Sum of 1, 2, & 3" column, with the smallest number being ranked
#1, the second smallest ranked #2, etc.

What do the results mean?
1) The results of this procedure are of crucial importance to you as the teacher. As you know, when a student is not
interested in the items you are trying to use as "reinforcers", his/her responding is poor. This procedure will help you
to identify items that will function as reinforcers for the child. Research has shown that these items are more likely
to serve as reinforcers than those that are chosen in a less formal way.
2) Use the top two (or maybe three) choices from the SPA as possible reinforcers for your session.

When to run this procedure:
1) Run this procedure before each teaching session.
2) Repeat this procedure even within your own session if you notice a significant drop in the student's rate of correct
responding or if the student does not appear interested in the items you are currently providing as reinforcers.
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Brief Preference Assessment Data Sheet (Carr, Nicolson, & Higbee; 2000)

Student:

Date:

Classroom:

Time:

Assessed By:

Rank by Trial

Stimulus Items 1 2 3
Sum of 1,2,&
3 Overall Rank (Smallest sum is #1)

Nev, Item

Student

Date:

Classroom:

Time:

Assessed By:

Rank by Trial

Stimulus Items 1 2 3

Sum of 1,2,&
3 Overall Rank (Smallest sum is #1)
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